Electro Breeze Air Cleaner was founded by Mr. Pierre Audet; his philosophy is always to concentrate on professionalism and customer satisfaction with a high quality product.

Mr. Audet has been a professional in this field since 1983, long before the word IAQ (Indoor Air Quality) was a "buzz" word.

His goal is to continue to develop and bring to market innovative, technologically advanced, and cost-effective products to help our customers and clients deal with a wide range of air quality and environmental issues:
"Besides being a source of products, we will also continue to be a source of information. Over the past fifteen years, we have seen almost every kind of air quality problem and can generally tell you not only the most effective way of using our Electro Breeze Air Cleaner equipment, but also the most effective way of solving the problem - whether it is with our product or not".

Electro Breeze Air Cleaner is using a revolutionary and patented polarization technology. The first air cleaners were designed for use in residential furnaces. Over the years significant changes to the original design have been made and now a complete line of Electro Breeze Air Cleaners products are offered for use in a wide range of applications, from residential to high efficiency air handling systems in large building complexes.

What Electro Breeze is really offering to customers is clean air. Since indoor air pollution has been name over and over as one of the three most serious health threats in a national survey of healthcare professionals, Electro breeze is addressing a vital issue that is very important to all of us.

The following technical manual describes the unique Electro Breeze technology and its detailed applications. This manual is an organic document that will continue to expand for years to come.